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ABSTRACT
These are the proeedings of the workshop on Eetive Field Theories of QCD
held at the Physikzentrum Bad Honnef of the Deutshe Physikalishe Gesellshaft,
Bad Honnef, Germany from November 26 to 30, 2001. The workshop onen-
trated on Chiral Perturbation Theory in its various settings, its relations with
lattie QCD and dispersion theory and the use of eetive eld theories in systems
with one, two or more nuleons as well as at high baryon densities.
Inluded are a short ontribution per talk and a listing of some review papers
on the subjet.
1 Introdution
The use of eetive eld theory tehniques is an ever growing approah in vari-
ous elds of theoretial physis. Along with the ontinuing appliation of Chiral
Perturbation Theory, Nulear Eetive Field Theory and, more reently, QCD
at high baryon density have been the fous of many investigations. We therefore
deided to organize the next topial workshop. This meeting followed the series of
workshops in Ringberg (Germany), 1988, Dobogókö (Hungary), 1991, Karrebæks-
minde (Denmark), 1993, Trento (Italy), 1996 and Bad Honnef (Germany), 1998.
All these workshops shared the same features, about 50 partiipants, a fairly large
amount of time devoted to disussions rather than presentations and an intimate
environment with lots of disussion opportunities.
This meeting took plae in late fall 2001 in the Physikzentrum Bad Honnef
in Bad Honnef, Germany and the funding provided by the WEHeraeusStiftung
allowed us to provide for the loal expenses for all partiipants and to support the
travel of a fair amount of partiipants. The WE-Heraeus foundation also provided
the administrative support for the workshop in the person of the able seretary
Heike Uebel. We extend our sinere gratitude to the WE-Heraeus Stiftung for
this support. We would also like to thank the sta of the Physikzentrum for
the exellent servie given to us during the workshop and last but not least the
partiipants for making this an exiting and lively meeting.
The meeting had 57 partiipants whose names, institutes and email addresses
are listed below. 48 of them presented results in presentations of various lengths.
A short desription of their ontents and a list of the most relevant referenes an
be found below. As in the previous three of these workshops we felt that this was
more appropriate a framework than full-edged proeedings. Most results are or
will soon be published and available on the arhives, so this way we an ahieve
speedy publiation and avoid dupliation of results in the arhives.
Below follows rst the program, then the list of partiipants and a subjetive
list of review papers, letures and other proeedings relevant to the subjet of
this workshop.
Johan Bijnens, Ulf-G. Meiÿner and Andreas Wirzba
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2 The Program
Monday, November 26th, 2001
Early Afternoon Session
Chairperson: Johan Bijnens Chiral Perturbation Theory
14:00 Ulf-G. Meiÿner / Introdutory Remarks
Ernst Dreisigaker
14:20 Barry R. Holstein Eetive Field Theory and Gravity
(Amherst)
14:55 Jürg Gasser (Bern) The Quark Condensate from Ke4 Deays
15:35 Bastian Kubis (Jülih) Isospin Violation in Pion-Kaon Sattering
16:00 Coee
Late Afternoon Session
Chairperson: Andreas Wirzba Chiral Perturbation Theory
16:30 Joaquim Prades (Granada) Mathing the Elektroweak Penguins Q7 and Q8
at NLO
17:05 Paul Büttiker (Jülih) Chiral and Dispersive Desription of Pion Kaon
Sattering
17:30 Elisabetta Pallante (Trieste)Kaon Deays on and o the Lattie
17:55 Pere Talavera (Marseille) On the Light Meson Formfators
18:20 End of Session
18:30 Dinner
Tuesday, November 27th, 2001
Early Morning Session
Chairperson: Ulf-G. Meiÿner Chiral Perturbation Theory
09:00 Gerhard Eker (Wien) Hadroni Vauum Polarization
09:40 Akaki Rusetsky (Bern) Hadroni Atoms in Eetive Field Theories
10:20 Santiago Peris (Barelona) Large-Nc QCD and Weak Matrix Elements
10:45 Coee
Late Morning Session
Chairperson: Ulf-G Meiÿner Chiral Perturbation Theory
11:15 Eugene Golowih (Amherst)Determination of 〈(ππ)I=2|Q7,8|K0〉 in the
Chiral Limit
11:50 Lua Girlanda (Padova) Analysis and Interpretation of New Low-Energy
Pion Pion Sattering Data
12:15 Jan Stern (Orsay) New Approah to Three-Flavour Chiral Dynamis
12:55 End of Session
13:00 Lunh
Early Afternoon Session
Chairperson: Johan Bijnens Chiral Perturbation Theory
14:20 Mar Kneht (Marseille) Low-Energy Physis of the Standard Model and
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Large-Nc QCD
14:50 Andreas Nyeler Hadroni Light-by-Light Sattering Corretions to the
(Marseille) Muon g-2: the Pion-Pole Contribution
15:10 Sebastian Desotes Nf -Sensitivity of Chiral Dynamis
(Southampton)
15:35 Hartmut Wittig (Liverpool) Eetive Chiral Lagrangian from Simulations of
Partially Quenhed QCD
16:00 Coee
Late Afternoon Session
Chairperson: Johan Bijnens Chiral Perturbation Theory
16:30 Vinenzo Cirigliano (Wien) Radiative Corretions to Kl3 Deays
16:55 Roland Kaiser (San Diego) Light Quark Mass Ratios from Large Nc Chiral
Perturbation Theory
17:20 Frederik Persson (Lund) Realulation and Reanalysis of K → 3π
17:55 Bugra Borasoy (Münhen) Deays of the η′ in Chiral Perturbation Theory
18:20 End of Session
18:30 Dinner
Wednesday, November 28th, 2001
Early Morning Session
Chairperson: Andreas Wirzba Chiral Nuleon Dynamis
09:00 Dieter Drehsel The Polarizability of the Nuleon:
(Mainz) The View of Dispersion Relations
09:35 Pavel Pobylitsa Chiral Dynamis and Large-N Baryons: Model-
(Bohum) Independent Results for Parton Distributions
10:05 Thomas R. Hemmert Chiral EFT with Expliit Spin 3/2 Fields:
(Münhen) A Status Report
10:40 Coee
Late Morning Session
Chairperson: Andreas Wirzba Chiral Nuleon Dynamis
11:15 Matthias Frink (Jülih) Analysis of the Pion-Kaon Sigma Term
11:40 Maxim V. Polyakov New Soft Pion Theorem for Hard Near
(Bohum) Threshold Pion Prodution
12:05 Eulogio Oset Chiral Dynamis in Meson-Baryon, N-N
(Valenia) and Weak LambdaN-NN Interations
12:45 End of Session
13:00 Lunh
Early Afternoon Session
Chairperson: Ulf-G. Meiÿner Chiral Few-Nuleon Dynamis
14:30 Silas R. Beane (Seattle) Perturbative Theories of Nulear Fores
15:10 Joan Soto (Barelona) Renormalizing the Lippmann-Shwinger
Equation for the OPE Potential
15:35 Harald W. Grieÿhammer Very Low Energy Deuteron Compton Sattering and
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(Münhen) Dispersive Eets in Nuleon Polarisabilities
16:00 Coee
Late Afternoon Session
Chairperson: Ulf-G. Meiÿner Chiral Few-Nuleon Dynamis
16:30 Hermann Krebs (Jülih) Pion Eletroprodution on the
Deuteron Near the Threshold
16:55 Bira van Kolk (Tuson) One Two Three ... Innity: Nuleons in EFT
17:35 Hans-Werner Hammer Few-Body Physis in Eetive Field
(Ohio) Theory
18:15 End of Session
18:30 Dinner
Thursday, November 29th, 2001
Early Morning Session
Chairperson: Johan Bijnens Chiral Few- and Many-Nuleon Dynamis
09:00 Walter Glökle Appliations of Chiral Nulear Fores
(Bohum) to Few-Nuleon Systems
09:40 Evgeny Epelbaum Nulear Fores from Chiral EFT: Reent
(Jülih) Developments
10:20 Norbert Kaiser (Münhen) Chiral Dynamis of Nulear Matter
10:55 Coee
Late Morning Session
Chairperson: Johan Bijnens Chiral Many-Body Dynamis and High Density
11:25 José A. Oller (Jülih) In-Medium ChPT beyond the Mean-Field
Approah
12:05 Mark Alford (Glasgow) Color Superondutivity in High-Density QCD
12:45 End of Session
13:00 Lunh
Early Afternoon Session
Chairperson: Andreas Wirzba High-Density QCD
14:30 Krishna Rajagopal Crystalline Color Superondutivity
(Cambridge)
15:10 Dirk Rishke (Frankfurt) The Prefator of the Color-Superonduting Gap
15:50 Coee
Late Afternoon Session
Chairperson: Andreas Wirzba Eetive Theories of High-Density QCD
and Lattie QCD
16:20 Roberto Casalbuoni Eetive Theories for QCD at High Density
(Firenze)
17:00 Ismail Zahed (Stony Brook) Dense QCD
17:40 Harald Markum (Wien) Color Superuidity in Two Color QCD
on the Lattie
18:05 End of Session
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18:30 Dinner
Friday, November 30th, 2001
Early Morning Session
Chairperson: Ulf-G. Meiÿner Lattie QCD
09:00 Martin Savage (Seattle) Baryons in Quenhed Chiral Perturbation Theory
09:40 Tilo Wettig (New Haven) Chiral Symmetry and the Spetrum of the QCD
Dira Operator
10:15 Christof Gattringer Calorons Near the QCD Phase Transition
(Regensburg)
10:40 Coee
Late Morning Session
Chairperson: Ulf-G. Meiÿner Lattie QCD
11:10 Klaus Shilling η′ Mass from QCD on the Lattie
(Wuppertal)
11:45 C.-J. David Lin Non-leptoni Kaon Deays from Lattie QCD
(Southampton)
12:10 Johan Bijnens Farewell
12:20 Lunh and End of Workshop
3 Partiipants and their email
M. Alford Glasgow alfordphysis.gla.a.uk
S. Beane Seattle sbeanephys.washington.edu
V. Bernard Strasbourg bernardlpt6.u-strasbg.fr
J. Bijnens Lund bijnensthep.lu.se
B. Borasoy TU Münhen borasoyphysik.tu-muenhen.de
P. Buettiker FZ Jülih p.buettikerfz-juelih.de
R. Casalbuoni Florene asalbuoni.infn.it
V. Cirigliano Wien vinenzodoppler.thp.univie.a.at
S. Desotes Southampton sdghep.phys.soton.a.uk
D. Drehsel Mainz drehselkph.uni-mainz.de
G. Eker Wien ekerthp.univie.a.at
E. Epelbaum FZ Jülih evgenie.epelbaumtp2.ruhr-uni-bohum.de
M. Frink FZ Jülih m.frinkfz-juelih.de
J. Gasser Bern gasseritp.unibe.h
C. Gattringer Regensburg hristof.gattringerphysik.uni-regensburg.de
L. Girlanda Padova girlandapd.infn.it
W. Glökle Bohum walter.gloekletp2.ruhr-uni-bohum.de
E. Golowih Amherst golowihphysis.umass.edu
H. Grieÿhammer Münhen hgriephysik.tu-muenhen.de
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H. Hammer Ohio State hammermps.ohio-state.edu
T. Hemmert TU Münhen themmertphysik.tu-muenhen.de
I. Hip Wuppertal hiptheorie.physik.uni-wuppertal.de
B. Holstein Amherst holsteinphysis.umass.edu
N. Kaiser TU Münhen nkaiserphysik.tu-muenhen.de
R. Kaiser San Diego kaiserpauli.usd.edu
M. Kneht Marseille knehtpt.univ-mrs.fr
H. Krebs FZ Jülih h.krebsfz-juelih.de
B. Kubis FZ Jülih b.kubisfz-juelih.de
C.-J. David Lin Southampton dlinhep.phys.soton.a.uk
H. Markum TU Wien markumtuwien.a.at
U.-G. Meiÿner FZ Jülih u.meissnerfz-juelih.de
H. Neufeld Wien neufeldmerlin.pap.univie.a.at
A. Nyeler Marseille nyelerpt.univ-mrs.fr
J. Oller FZ Jülih ollerum.es
E. Oset Valenia osetondor1.i.uv.es
E. Pallante S.I.S.S.A. pallantehe.sissa.it
S. Peris Barelona perisifae.es
F. Persson Lund fredrik.perssonthep.lu.se
H. Petry Bonn petryitkp.uni-bonn.de
L. Platter FZ Jülih l.platterfz-juelih.de
P. Pobylitsa Bohum pavel.pobylitsatp2.ruhr-uni-bohum.de
M. Polyakov Bohum maximptp2.ruhr-uni-bohum.de
J. Prades Granada pradesugr.es
K. Rajagopal MIT krishnatp.mit.edu
D. Rishke Frankfurt drishketh.physik.uni-frankfurt.de
A. Rusetsky Bern rusetskyitp.unibe.h
M. Sainio Helsinki sainiophu.helsinki.
M. Savage Seattle savagephys.washington.edu
K. Shilling Wuppertal shillinwpts0.physik.uni-wuppertal.de
J. Soto Barelona sotoem.ub.es
J. Stern Orsay sternipno.in2p3.fr
P. Talavera Barelona pereem.ub.es
U. van Kolk Tuson vankolkphysis.arizona.edu
T. Wettig Yale tilo.wettigyale.edu
A. Wirzba FZ Jülih a.wirzbafz-juelih.de
H. Wittig Liverpool wittigamtp.liv.a.uk
I. Zahed Stony Brook zahedzahed.physis.sunysb.edu
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4 A short guide to review literature
Chiral Perturbation Theory grew out of urrent algebra, and it soon was realized
that ertain terms beyond the lowest order were also uniquely dened. This early
work and referenes to earlier review papers an be found in [1℄. Weinberg then
proposed a systemati method in [2℄, later systematized and extended to use the
external eld method in the lassi papers by Gasser and Leutwyler [3℄,[4℄, whih,
aording to Howard Georgi, everybody should put under his/her pillow before
he/she goes to sleep. The eld has sine then extended a lot and relatively reent
review papers are: Ref.[5℄ with an emphasis on the anomalous setor, Ref.[6℄
giving a general overview over the vast eld of appliations in various areas of
physis, Ref.[7℄ on mesons and baryons, and Ref.[8℄ on baryons and multibaryon
proesses. This is updated in Ref.[9℄. In addition there are books by Georgi[10℄,
whih, however, does not over the standard approah, inluding the terms in the
lagrangian at higher order and a more reent one by Donoghue, Golowih and
Holstein[11℄.
There are also the letures available on the arhives by H. Leutwyler [12℄
E. de Rafael [13℄, A. Pih [14℄, G. Eker [15℄ as well as numerous others (the
single nuleon setor is overed in most detail in [16℄). The referenes to the
previous meetings are [17℄,[18℄,[19℄,[20℄,[21℄. There are also the proeedings of
the Chiral Dynamis meetings at MIT (1994) [22℄, in Mainz (1997) [23℄ and at
Jeerson Lab [24℄. The DAΦNE handbook [25℄ also ontains useful overviews.
The few-nuleon setor is overed in the proeedings of the Calteh and Seattle
workshops [26℄, [27℄, respetively, in the reviews by van Kolk [28℄ and by Beane,
Bedaque, Haxton, Philips and Savage [29℄. There also exist reviews on the novel
developments in dense QCD, see Refs.[30℄. A reent ondensed overview an be
found in [31℄.
Referenes
[1℄ H. Pagels, Phys. Rep. 16 (1975) 219
[2℄ S. Weinberg, Physia 96A (1979) 327
[3℄ J. Gasser and H. Leutwyler, Ann. Phys. (NY) 158 (1984) 142
[4℄ J. Gasser and H. Leutwyler, Nul. Phys. B250 (1985) 465
[5℄ J. Bijnens, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A8 (1993) 3045
[6℄ U.-G. Meiÿner, Rep. Prog. Phys. 56 (1993) 903
[7℄ G. Eker, Prog. Nul. Part. Phys. 35 (1995) 1
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[8℄ V. Bernard, N. Kaiser and U.-G. Meiÿner, Int. J. Mod. Phys. E4 (1995)
193
[9℄ U.-G. Meiÿner, in At the frontier of partile physis  Handbook of QCD,
M. Shifman (ed.), 2001, World Sienti, hep-ph/0007092.
[10℄ H. Georgi, Weak Interations and Modern Partile Theory, 1984, Ben-
jamin/Cummings.
[11℄ J. Donoghue, E. Golowih and B. Holstein, Dynamis of the Standard
Model, Cambridge University Press.
[12℄ H. Leutwyler, hep-ph/9406283, letures at Hadron Physis 94, Gramado,
Brazil
[13℄ E. de Rafael, hep-ph/9502254, letures at the TASI-94 Summer Shool, ed.
J.F. Donoghue, World Sienti, Singapore, 1995.
[14℄ A. Pih, letures at Les Houhes Summer Shool in Theoretial Physis, Ses-
sion 68: Probing the Standard Model of Partile Interations, Les Houhes,
Frane, 28 Jul - 5 Sep 1997, hep-ph/9806303
[15℄ G. Eker, letures at 37th Internationale Universitatswohen für Kernphysik
und Teilhenphysik (International University Shool of Nulear and Parti-
le Physis): Broken Symmetries (37 IUKT), Shladming, Austria, 28 Feb
- 7 Mar 1998, hep-ph/9805500;
Letures given at Advaned Shool on Quantum Chromodynamis (QCD
2000), Benasque, Huesa, Spain, 3-6 Jul 2000. e-Print Arhive: hep-
ph/0011026
[16℄ Ulf-G. Meiÿner, hep-ph/9711365, letures at the 12th Annual Hampton
University Graduate Studies (HUGS) at CEBAF, June 1997.
[17℄ A. Buras, J.-M. Gérard and W. Huber (eds.), Nul. Phys. B (Pro. Suppl)
7A (1989)
[18℄ U.-G. Meiÿner (ed.), Eetive Field Theories of the Standard Model, World
Sienti, Singapore, 1992
[19℄ J. Bijnens, Workshop on Chiral Perturbation Theory and Other Eetive
Theories, Karrebæksminde, Denmark, 1993, Miniproeedings, NORDITA-
93/73.
[20℄ J. Bijnens and U.-G. Meiÿner, Workshop on the Standard Model at low
Energies, ECT
∗
, Trento, 1996, Miniproeedings, hep-ph/9606301
[21℄ J. Bijnens and U.-G. Meiÿner, Workshop on Chiral Eetive Theories, Bad
Honnef, 1998, Miniproeedings, hep-ph/9901381.
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[22℄ A. Bernstein and B. Holstein (eds.), Chiral Dynamis : Theory and Exper-
iment, Springer Verlag, 1995.
[23℄ A. Bernstein, B. Holstein and T. Walher (eds.), Chiral Dynamis : Theory
and Experiment, Springer Verlag, 1998.
[24℄ A. Bernstein, J. Goity and U.-G. Meiÿner (eds.), Chiral Dynamis : Theory
and Experiment, Springer Verlag, 2001.
[25℄ L. Maiani, G. Panheri and N. Paver (eds.), The Seond DAΦNE Physis
Handbook, 1995, SIS-Pubbliazione dei Laboratori Nazionali di Frasati,
P.O.Box 13, I-00044 Frasati, Italy.
[26℄ M. Savage, R. Seki and U. van Kolk (eds), Proeedings of the Workshop
on Nulear Physis with Eetive Field Theories, Pasadena, CA, 26-27 Feb
1998, World Sienti 1998.
[27℄ M. Savage, R. Seki and U. van Kolk (eds), Proeedings of the Workshop
on Nulear Physis with Eetive Field Theories, Seattle, WA, 25-26 Feb
1999, World Sienti 2000.
[28℄ U. van Kolk, Prog. Part. Nul. Phys.43 (1999) 337, nul-th/9902015
[29℄ S.R. Beane et al., in At the frontier of partile physis  Handbook of QCD,
M. Shifman (ed.), 2001, World Sienti, nul-th/0008064.
[30℄ M. G. Alford, Annu. Rev. Nul. Part. Si. 51 (2001) 131-160 [hep-
ph/0102047℄ K. Rajagopal and F. Wilzek, hep-ph/0011333. D. K. Hong,
Ata Phys. Polon. B 32 (2001) 1253 [hep-ph/0101025℄. T. Shafer and
E. V. Shuryak, nul-th/0010049. D. H. Rishke and R. D. Pisarski, Pro-
eedings of the Fifth Workshop on QCD, Villefranhe, Jan. 3-7, 2000
[nul-th/0004016℄.
[31℄ Johan Bijnens, Invited talk at 20th International Symposium on Lepton
and Photon Interations at High Energies (Lepton Photon 01), Rome, Italy,
23-28 Jul 2001, hep-ph/010811
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Gravity and Eetive Field Theory
Barry R. Holstein, Department of Physis, University of Massahusetts
and IKP-Theorie, Forshungszentrum Jülih
We use eetive eld theory tehniques to examine the quantum orretions
to the gravitational metris of harged partiles, with and without spin. Grav-
ity ouples to the energy momentum tensor Tµν of a partile[1℄. We alulate
the energy momentum tensor in a power series in α, using usual Feynman di-
agram tehniques. The results are expressed in terms of form fators F (q2) of
the various allowed Lorentz strutures in the matrix element of Tµν . Normally,
form fators an be expanded in a power series in q2 around q2 = 0, with the
oeients being related to the struture of the partile. However, in momentum
spae the masslessness of the photon implies the presene of nonanalyti piees
∼
√
−q2, q2 log−q2, et. in the form fators of the energy-momentum tensor. By
transforming to oordinate spae we show how the former reprodues the lassi-
al non-linear terms of the Reissner-Nordström[2℄ and Kerr-Newman[3℄ metris
or order Gα/r2 while the latter an be interpreted as quantum orretions to
these metris, of order Gα~/mr3.
Referenes
[1℄ See, e.g. S. Weinberg, Gravitation and Cosmology, Wiley, New York
(1972).
[2℄ H. Reissner, Ann. Phys. 50, 106 (1916); G. Nordström, Pro. Kon. Ned.
Akad. Wet. 20, 1238 (1918).
[3℄ R. Kerr, Phys. Rev. Lertt. 11, 237 (1963); E.T. Newman et al., J. Math.
Phys. 6, 918 (1965).
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The quark ondensate from Ke4 deays
G. Colangelo
1
, J. Gasser
2
and H. Leutwyler
2
1
Institute for Theoretial Physis, University of Zürih
Winterthurerstr. 190, CH-8057 Zürih, Switzerland
2
Institute for Theoretial Physis, University of Bern
Sidlerstr. 5, CH-3012 Bern, Switzerland
Roy equations [1℄ ombined with hiral symmetry allow one to predit [2℄ the
low-energy behavior of the ππ sattering amplitude with high preision. The pre-
dition is based on the hypothesis that the quark ondensate is the leading order
parameter of spontaneously broken hiral symmetry. This has been questioned
in Refs. [3,4℄, where it is emphasized that experimental evidene for this senario
is not available. The reent result from the high statistis Ke4 experiment E865
at Brookhaven [5℄ loses this gap, beause those data allow one to determine the
size of the leading term in the quark mass expansion of the pion mass. E865 on-
rms [5℄ the hypothesis that underlies our predition of the ππ S-wave sattering
lengths: more than 94% of the pion mass stems from the quark ondensate. The
generalized framework of SU(2)×SU(2) hiral perturbation theory developed in
[3℄, that allows for a small or vanishing ondensate, an therefore be dismissed.
Note added: In Ref. [6℄, the E865 data [5℄ have been analyzed without the use of
hiral symmetry onstraints.
Referenes
[1℄ S. M. Roy, Phys. Lett. B 36 (1971) 353
[2℄ G. Colangelo, J. Gasser and H. Leutwyler, Phys. Lett. B 488 (2000) 261
[hep-ph/0007112℄; Nul. Phys. B 603 (2001) 125 [hep-ph/0103088℄; Phys.
Rev. Lett. 86, 5008 (2001) [hep-ph/0103063℄
[3℄ M. Kneht, B. Moussallam, J. Stern and N. H. Fuhs, Nul. Phys. B 457
(1995) 513 [hep-ph/9507319℄; ibid. B 471 (1996) 445 [hep-ph/9512404℄
[4℄ L. Girlanda, M. Kneht, B. Moussallam and J. Stern, Phys. Lett. B 409
(1997) 461 [hep-ph/9703448℄
[5℄ S. Pislak et al. [BNL-E865 Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. Lett. 87 (2001)
221801 [hep-ex/0106071℄
[6℄ S. Desotes, N. H. Fuhs, L. Girlanda and J. Stern, preprint hep-ph/0112088
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Isospin violation in lowenergy pionkaon sattering
Bastian Kubis
Forshungszentrum Jülih, Institut für Kernphysik (Theorie),
D52425 Jülih, Germany
In order to extrat the two pionkaon Swave sattering lengths from πK
bound state experiments [1℄, the measurable observables have to be related to
ombinations of these sattering lengths by modied Deser formulae that inlude
nexttoleading order eets in isospin breaking. In partiular, these involve
the isospin violating orretions in the regular parts of the sattering amplitudes
π−K+ → π0K0 (π−K+) at threshold. We have evaluated these orretions up to
oneloop order, inluding leading eets both in the light quark mass dierene
mu − md and the eletromagneti ne struture onstant α = e2/4π [2℄ (see
also [3℄). The numerial results are
a0
(
π−K+ → π0K0) = (1)
−
√
2 a−0
{
(1± 0.8%)︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(p4)
+ 0.8%︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(e2)
+ 0.5%︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(mu−md)
− (0.8± 0.7)%︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(p2e2)
+ (0.7± 0.2)%︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(p2(mu−md))
}
,
a0
(
π−K+ → π−K+) = (2)(
a−0 + a
+
0
) {
(1± 16.1%)︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(p4)
+ 1.2%︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(e2)
− (0.3± 3.2)%︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(p2e2)
+ 0.2%︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(p2(mu−md))
}
.
The isospin symmetri oneloop representation allows for a very preise pre-
dition of the isovetor sattering length a−0 that enters the pionkaon atom
lifetime formula. Isospin breaking orretions for the hargedtoneutral hannel
give rise to a small shift of about one perent, and only a slight inrease of the er-
ror range. The unertainty in a hiral predition for the 2S−2P energy level shift
is however dominated by the large unertainty in the isosalar sattering length
a+0 . Isospin breaking orretions in the relevant hargedtoharged hannel are
again small, though with a larger error range, whih still allow for a suiently
aurate extration of the ombination a−0 + a
+
0 from experiment.
Referenes
[1℄ B. Adeva et al., CERN-SPSC-2000-032, CERN-SPSC-P-284-ADD-1, Aug 2000.
[2℄ B. Kubis and U.-G. Meiÿner, hep-ph/0107199, Nul. Phys. A, in print;
hep-ph/0112154.
[3℄ A. Nehme and P. Talavera, hep-ph/0107299; A. Nehme, hep-ph/0111212.
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Mathing the Eletromagneti Penguins Q7 and Q8
Johan Bijnens
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, Elvira Gámiz
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, and Joaquim Prades
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1
Department Theor. Phys. 2, Lund University,
Sölvegatan 14A, S 22362 Lund, Sweden
2
Centro Andaluz de Físia de las Partíulas Elementales (CAFPE) and
Departamento de Físi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This talk desribes the work done together with Hans Bijnens and Elvira
Gámiz in [1℄. Exat analytial expressions for the ∆S = 1 oupling Im GE in
terms of observable spetral funtions are given. This oupling determines the
size of the ∆I = 3/2 ontribution to ε′. We show analytially how the sheme and
the sale dependenes vanish to all orders in 1/Nc and NLO in αS explitly both
for Q7 and Q8. Numerial results are derived for both Q7 and Q8 from the τ -data
and known results on the salar spetral funtions. In partiular, we study the
eet of all higher dimension operators. The oeients of the leading operators
in the OPE of the needed orrelators are derived to NLO in αS. Related work
an be found in the reent papers [2,3,4℄.
Referenes
[1℄ J. Bijnens, E. Gámiz, and J. Prades, J. High Energy Phys. 10 (2001) 009
[2℄ J.F. Donoghue and E. Golowih, Phys. Lett. B 478 (2000), hep-ph/9911309;
V. Cirigliano, J.F. Donoghue, and E. Golowih, J. High Energy Phys. 10
(2000) 048, hep-ph/0007196; V. Cirigliano, J.F. Donoghue, E. Golowih,
and K. Maltman, hep-ph/0109113
[3℄ M. Kneht, S. Peris, and E. de Rafael, Phys. Lett. B 457 (1999) 227,
hep-ph/9812471; ibid. 508 (2001) 117, hep-ph/0102017
[4℄ S. Narison, Nul. Phys. B 593 (2001) 3, hep-ph/000427
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Chiral and Dispersive Desription of πK Sattering
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e
ChPT provides the low energy eetive theory of the standard model that de-
sribes the interations involving hadroni degrees of freedom. It requires the
introdution of additional low energy onstants (LEC) at eah order of the loop
expansion. In SU(3) at nexttoleading order, ten LECs Lri (µ) enter the al-
ulations. Reently, there has been a revival in interest in the onstant Lr4 as it
reets the dependene of the deay onstant Fπ in the hiral limit on the number
of hiral quarks [1℄. However, these quantities annot be xed by hiral symmetry
only; experimental information is needed to pin them down. Using the Kl4 form
fators and ππ sum rules provide aurate estimates for some of the LECs (e.g.
Lr1, L
r
2, L
r
3) but leave the large Ncsuppressed LEC L
r
4 essentially undetermined.
This is due to the fat that in suh proesses, ontributions from Lr4 aidentally
are suppressed. Suh a suppression does not our in πK sattering [2℄. Therefore
this proess is suitable for a more reliable determination of Lr4 and also provides
estimates for Lr1, L
r
2 and L
r
3. To x these quantities we use dispersion relations [3℄,
relying on analytiity, unitarity and rossing symmetry only, whih are the suit-
able tools for a omparison of experimental data with ChPT. By ombining xed
t and hyperboli dispersion relations for T+(s, t, u) and T−(s, t, u) and rewriting
the hiral amplitudes, we nd an appropriate mathing of the hiral and the dis-
persive representations of these amplitudes. Saturating the dispersive integrals
with the available data, we nd the following estimates (renormalizationsale
µ = mρ):
Lr1 = 0.84± 0.15, Lr2 = 1.36± 0.13, Lr3 = −3.65± 0.45, Lr4 = 0.22± 0.30
yielding an estimate for Lr4 with improved reliability.
Referenes
[1℄ J. Gasser and H. Leutwyler, Nul. Phys. B 250 (1985) 465; B. Moussallam,
arXiv:hep-ph/0111329 and ref. [1℄ and [2℄ therein.
[2℄ V. Bernard, N. Kaiser and U.G. Meiÿner, Phys. Rev. D 43,2757 (1991)
[3℄ B. Ananthanarayan and P. Büttiker, Eur. Phys. J. C 19, 517 (2001) [hep-
ph/0012023℄; B. Ananthanarayan, P. Büttiker and B. Moussallam, Eur. Phys. J. C
(2001), 22 (2001) 133
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Kaon deays on and o the lattie
Elisabetta Pallante
S.I.S.S.A., Via Beirut 2-4, 34014 Trieste, Italy
The theoretial predition of kaon-deay amplitudes, along with the deter-
mination of the ∆I = 1/2 ratio and the CP-violating parameter ε′/ε, still re-
mains a hallenging problem beause of the ruial interplay between long- and
short-distane ontributions. Relevant issues are the alulation of nal state
interations (FSI), espeially in the I = 0 hannel, and the onsequenes of im-
plementing (partial) quenhing in a lattie determination of K → ππ or K → π
amplitudes.
A Standard Model (SM) predition of ε′/ε has been derived in [2℄, where
FSI eets [1℄ in the I = 0, 2 hannels have been inluded by means of ChPT,
1/Nc expansion and the Omnès resummation. The SM predition Re(ε
′/ε) =
(17±9)·10−4 is in good agreement with the present experimental value Re(ε′/ε) =
(17.2±1.8)·10−4, although still aeted by a large unertainty whih is dominated
by the large-Nc approximation and the unertainty in the determination of the
strange quark mass.
The alulation of weak matrix elements of strong penguin operators is im-
plemented on the lattie within the (partially) quenhed approximation, with K
valene and ghost quarks andN sea quarks (N = 0 in the fully quenhed limit). It
has been shown in [3℄ how partial quenhing modies the transformatin properties
of QCD penguin operators under hiral symmetry. In the (P)QChPT realization
of (8L, 1R) penguin operators, new (8L, 8R) operators appear at leading order in
the hiral expansion as pure quenhing artifats. It is ruial to unover the
size of the ontamination due to the new operators [4℄, or alternatively develop
a strategy whih removes those eets ab initio. This issue is urrently under
study.
Referenes
[1℄ E. Pallante and A. Pih, Phys. Rev. Lett. 84 (2000) 2568; Nul. Phys.
B592 (2001) 294.
[2℄ E. Pallante, A. Pih and I. Simemi, Nul. Phys. B617 (2001) 441;
I. Simemi, E. Pallante and A. Pih, hep-ph/0111262.
[3℄ M.F.L. Golterman and E. Pallante, JHEP 0110 (2001) 037; hep-lat/0110183
(Lattie2001), to appear in Nul. Phys. B Pro. Suppl.
[4℄ T. Bhattaharya et al., hep-lat/0111004;
CP-PACS Collaboration: S.Aoki et al., hep-lat/0110142.
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On the Light Meson Formfators
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2
Departament d'Estru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We show the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) results [1℄ on the pseu-
dosalar vetor formfators in the three avour ase. Our results are onfronted
with earlier similar works in the NLO ase [2℄ and the NNLO in the ase of two
avours [3,4℄.
We disuss all the assumptions besides hiral symmetry that ome in the
alulation, speial attention is devoted to the large-Nc arguments. We update
the value for the three avour O(p4) parameters, Lri , i = 1, . . . , 8, [5℄ and in
addition we determine the low-energy onstant Lr9. Together with this we show
also the ratiomu/md for the quark-masses [6℄ as well as the dependene onms/mˆ.
Finally we disuss some ad ho hanges in the values of Lr4 and L
r
6 to have
a well behaved hiral series for the pseudosalar masses. This suggests that
values for Lr4 and L
r
6 at the edge of the range given by large-Nc an satisfy the
requirement O(p2) > O(p4) > O(p6) for all existing alulated proesses.
Referenes
[1℄ J. Bijnens and P. Talavera, in preparation.
[2℄ J. Gasser and H. Leutwyler, Nul. Phys. B 250 (1985) 517.
[3℄ J. Gasser and U. G. Meissner, Nul. Phys. B 357 (1991) 90,
[4℄ J. Bijnens, G. Colangelo and P. Talavera, JHEP 9805 (1998) 014 [hep-
ph/9805389℄.
[5℄ G. Amoros, J. Bijnens and P. Talavera, Nul. Phys. B 585 (2000) 293
[Erratum-ibid. B 598 (2000) 665℄ [arXiv:hep-ph/0003258℄.
[6℄ G. Amoros, J. Bijnens and P. Talavera,  Nul. Phys. B 602 (2001) 87
[hep-ph/0101127℄.
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Hadroni Vauum Polarization
Gerhard Eker
Institut für Theoretishe Physik, Universität Wien
Boltzmanngasse 5, A-1090 Vienna, Austria
The hadroni vauum polarization is an important ingredient for the alulation
of the anomalous magneti moment of leptons and of the running ne struture
onstant. For the muon anomalous magneti moment, the two-pion intermediate
state provides the dominant ontribution. To inorporate the preise experimen-
tal results for τ− → π0π−ντ in the determination of hadroni vauum polariza-
tion, the leading isospin-violating and eletromagneti orretions for this deay
at low energies were alulated [1℄. The orretions are small but relevant at
the level of preision neessary for a omparison between the standard model
predition for the muon anomalous magneti moment and experiment. More
generally, the orretions aount for the main part of the systemati dierenes
between the measured form fators in τ− → π0π−ντ and e+e− → π+π− at low to
intermediate energies.
In the alulation of the running ne struture onstant entering the analysis
of eletroweak preision measurements, a major theoretial unertainty is due
to the four-pion intermediate state. The rst omplete alulation of e+e− →
4π to O(p4) in hiral perturbation theory is presented [2℄. Although the hiral
amplitude annot be used diretly in the region of main interest (Ecms > 1 GeV)
it exhibits the orret low-energy struture to be ontinued into the resonane
region. Important additional ontributions ouring at O(p6) due to ω and a1
exhange have been inluded. Cross setions for the nal states 2π0π+π− and
2π+2π− are displayed for Ecms ≤ 1 GeV.
Referenes
[1℄ V. Cirigliano, G. Eker and H. Neufeld, Phys. Lett. B513 (2001) 361
[2℄ G. Eker and R. Unterdorfer, Four-pion prodution in e+e− annihilation,
UWThPh-2001-55
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Splitting Eletromagneti and Strong Interations
Jürg Gasser, Irma Mgeladze, Akaki Rusetsky and Ignazio Simemi
ITP, University of Bern, Sidlerstrasse 5, 3012 Bern, Switzerland
In order to fully exploit the high-preision experimental data on hadroni
atoms whih is available at present and whih will be provided in the future, it
is imperative to design a theoretial framework that desribes this type of bound
systems to an auray that mathes the experimental preision [1℄. The Deser-
type relations whih are then used to extrat the purely strong sattering lengths
from the measured values of the strong energy shift in the ground state, and the
partial deay width into hadroni hannels, ontain isospin-breaking orretions
whih depend on the ne struture onstant α and on the quark mass dierene
md − mu. The following question arises: The sattering lengths are alulated
in QCD at mu = md. How is this theory related to a framework that inludes
isospin violating eets, SU(3)C ×U(1)em? [Note that, in view of the announed
auray 0.3% in the future measurement of the energy shift of the π−p atom by
the Pioni Hydrogen ollaboration at PSI, the question of the preise denition
of the pure QCD limit is not an aademi one.℄
The answer is the following [2℄: In two-avour QCD, the quark mass mu = md
and strong oupling onstant may be xed from the requirement that the pion
and nuleon masses are equal - by onvention - to the experimental values of
the harged pion and the proton masses, respetively. In the eetive theory of
SU(3)C×U(1)em, the values of the strong LECs stay put. With this denition, the
isopin-breaking orretions to the bound-state harateristis an be alulated
in a general theory of hadroni atoms [1℄, whih has been suessfully applied to
the alulation of the π+π− atom deay width [1℄, and to the energy shift of the
π−p atom [3℄.
Referenes
[1℄ A. Gall, J. Gasser, V.E. Lyubovitskij and A. Rusetsky, Phys. Lett. B 462
(1999) 335; H. Sazdjian, Phys. Lett. B 490 (2000) 203; X. Kong and F.
Ravndal, Phys. Rev. D 61 (2000) 077506 ; D. Eiras and J. Soto, Phys. Lett.
B 491 (2000) 101. The literature may be traed from these referenes.
[2℄ J. Gasser, I. Mgeladze, A. Rusetsky and I. Simemi, in preparation. This
referene reviews earlier work on the subjet. We have proted from unpub-
lished notes by H. Leutwyler, whom we thank in addition for informative
disussions on the subjet.
[3℄ V.E. Lyubovitskij and A. Rusetsky, Phys. Lett. B 494 (2000) 9.
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Large-Nc QCD and weak matrix elements
S. Peris
Grup de Fisia Teoria and IFAE, Univ. Autonoma de Barelona,
08193 Bellaterra (Barelona), Spain
The use of large Nc for the alulation of matrix elements of eletroweak
operators was pioneered in the work of [1℄. With time, those ideas have evolved
into a new approah, the Minimal Hadroni Approximation (MHA) to large-Nc
QCD. In this approximation resonanes are introdued by requiring appropriate
mathing onditions with the Operator Produt and the Chiral Expansions. In
this way a sheme independent result is obtained.
In the talk I reviewed the use of the MHA in the alulation of several ele-
troweak matrix elements in the Standard Model. These inluded the π+−π0 mass
dierene[2℄ whih is a very interesting theoretial laboratory; matrix elements of
EW penguins[3℄ whih are of relevane in the determination of ǫ′/ǫ ; the deays
π0 → e+e− and η → µ+µ−[4℄ for whih experimental results are available; and,
nally, BK in the hiral limit[5℄ whih has also been omputed on the lattie[6℄.
I thank V. Cirigliano, E. Golowih and D. Lin for very interesting disussions
during the workshop and M. Golterman, T. Hambye, M. Kneht, M. Perrottet
and E. de Rafael for a very pleasant ollaboration.
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We disuss evaluation of the weak matrix elements 〈(ππ)I=2|Q7,8|K0〉 in the
hiral limit [1℄. The perturbative mathing is aomplished fully within the
sheme dependene used in the two loop weak OPE alulations. The eets
of dimension eight (and higher dimension) operators are fully aounted for. We
thus obtain expressions for the weak matrix elements in terms of two dispersive
sum rules whih involve weights of the V-A spetral funtion. Our numerial
analysis of the sum rules is fortied by data from τ deay, onstraints from the
lassial hiral sum rules and use of the weak OPE, and a areful assessment
of the attendant unertainties is given. Our result implies that the eletroweak
penguin ontribution to ǫ′/ǫ is
ǫ′
ǫ
∣∣∣
EWP
= (−2.2± 0.7)× 10−3 . (1)
Comparison with other approahes is given [2℄. Aording to the analysis arried
out in Ref. [3℄, O(p2) orretions to our leading hiral omponent will be of order
30% and negative.
Referenes
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attering data
Lua Girlanda
Dipartimento di Fisia Galileo Galilei, Università di Padova,
Via Marzolo 8, I35131 Padova, Italy
We present an analysis[1℄ of the reently published E865 data[2℄ on harged
Ke4 deays and ππ phases, to extrat values of the two s-wave sattering lengths,
of the subthreshold parameters α and β, of the low-energy onstants l¯3 and l¯4 as
well as of the main two-avour order parameters: 〈u¯u〉 and Fπ in the limit mu =
md = 0 taken at the physial value of the strange quark mass. Our analysis is
exlusively based on the new solutions of the Roy Equations by Ananthanarayan,
Colangelo, Gasser and Leutwyler [3℄ and on diret experimental information. In
partiular no use is made of the orrelation between a00 and a
2
0 as inferred from
the salar radius of the pion[4℄. Instead, the phaseshifts extrated from Ke4 data
are supplemented with data on δ20 below 800 MeV. The result
a00 = 0.228± 0.012, a20 = −0.0382± 0.0038, (1)
is ompared with the theoretial relation between 2a00−5a20 and the salar radius
of the pion obtained in two-loop standard Chiral Perturbation Theory[5℄. If the
dispersive determination of the latter, 〈r2〉s = (0.61 ± 0.04) fm2 is used, one
nds a disagreement at the 1-σ level. We argue that this disrepany an be
explained by an unexpetedly large value of the O(p6) ounterterms ontributing
to the above-mentioned relation. This in turn ould be a manifestation of the
exeptional status of the salar hannel, haraterized by a strong ππ ontinuum
and OZI rule violation.
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New Approah to the Three Flavor Chiral Dynamis
Jan Stern
1
1
Groupe de Physique Theorique , IPN,
91406 ORSAY , Frane
As the number Nf of light quark avors inreases, vauum utuations of q¯q
- pairs beome more important reduing the hiral ondensate and aeting the
onvergene of the standard ChPT expansion [1℄. In pratie, already two- and
three- avor dynamis may be rather dierent: In the limit mu = md = ms = 0
the remaining massive quarks are heavy ompared to ΛQCD and they barely aet
the vauum struture. The orresponding three-avor ondensate Σ(3) = − <
q¯q > |mu=md=ms=0 is lose to the genuine ondensate of the purely massless theory.
On the other hand, the ground state in the Nf = 2 hiral limitmu = md = 0 with
ms xed at its physial value (ms ∼ 150MeV ≤ ΛQCD) is polluted by massive
s¯s pairs. The latter an modify the SU(2)×SU(2) hiral struture of the vauum
through OZI - rule violating transition s¯s↔ u¯u+ d¯d . The two-avor ondensate
then onsists of two distint piees: Σ(2) = Σ(3)+msZs+ . . . > Σ(3) , where the
indued ondensate msZs reets the vauum orrelation between 0
++
strange
and non-strange pairs. The latter is related to the LEC L6(µ). Sum rule estimates
indiate that the indued ondensate an be atually rather large [1℄, despite
its suppression in the large Nc limit. We propose a reordering of the Nf = 3
hiral expansion based on a resummation of large utuations suh as msZs. As
a rst appliation we an study the behavior of various order parameters (.f
X(Nf) = 2mΣ(Nf )/M
2
πF
2
π ) in the two limiting ases: i)For large Nc , i.e. no
utuation , we reover the expeted result X(3) = X(2) ∼ 1. ii) In the large
utuation limit ( formally realized as a large Nf limit) we nd X(3) → 0,
whereas X(2) stays lose to 1 (at least for r = ms/m > 15). Numerially, the
ase Nf = 3 appears loser to the large utuation limit than to the large Nc
limit. The non-suppression ofX(2) is observed in reent low-energy ππ sattering
experiments. We disuss how a (partial) suppression of X(3) ould be seen in a
ombined Nf = 3 analysis of masses, deay onstants, and of more preise ππ
and πK sattering data[2℄.
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Low-energy physis of the standard model
and large-NC QCD
Mar Kneht
Centre de Physique Theorique,
CNRS Luminy Case 907, 13288 Marseille Cedex 9, Frane
The standard model involves several dierent mass sales. At the very lower
end of the spetrum, the eetive degrees of freedom redue to the light pseu-
dosalar mesons, the light leptons and the photon. Their interations are de-
sribed by an eetive lagrangian, whose general struture is governed by the
symmetry properties of the standard model, but whih involves sale dependent
low-energy onstants. Their values are not xed by symmetry requirements, but
refer to the non-perturbative QCD dynamis at the sales around 1 GeV and
above.
Starting from the study of the low-energy and high-energy behaviours of the
QCD three-point funtions 〈VAP 〉, 〈V VP 〉 and 〈AAP 〉, several O(p6) low-energy
onstants of the hiral Lagrangian have been evaluated within the framework
of the minimal hadroni approximation to the large-NC limit of QCD in [1℄. In
ertain ases, values that dier substantially from estimates based on a resonane
Lagrangian are obtained. These dierenes arise through the fat that QCD
short-distane onstraints are in general not orretly taken into aount in the
approahes using resonane Lagrangians. Impliations of our results for the O(p6)
ounterterm ontributions to the vetor form fator of the pion and to the deay
π → eνeγ, and for the pion-photon-photon transition form fator are disussed.
The representation obtained for the latter has subsequently been used for a re-
evaluation of the pion pole ontribution to the anomalous magneti moment of
the muon aµ (see [2℄ and A. Nyeler's talk).
The hadroni light-by-light ontribution to aµ has also been disussed from the
eetive eld theory point of view in [3℄. In partiular, using a renormalization
group argument, the oeient of the leading logarithm arising from the two-
loop graphs involving two anomalous WZW verties was omputed. The sign of
this oeient was found to be positive, in agreement with the evaluation of the
hadroni light-by-light ontribution to aµ obtained in [2℄.
Referenes
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Hadroni light-by-light sattering orretions to the
muon g − 2: the pion-pole ontribution
Mar Kneht and Andreas Nyffeler
Centre de Physique Théorique, CNRS, F-13288 Marseille Cedex 9, Frane
The main unertainties in the standard model predition for the muon g − 2
originate from the hadroni ontributions. The hadroni light-by-light sattering
orretion is partiularly problemati, sine one relies purely on model alula-
tions. Aording to earlier estimates [1℄, the dominant term involves the exhange
of a neutral pion between two anomalous verties. Our motivation to reevalu-
ate [2℄ this ontribution was two-fold: reently [3℄ we derived a new represen-
tation for the pion-photon-photon transition form fator based on large-NC and
short-distane properties of QCD. Furthermore, we wanted to push the analytial
evaluation further than in [1℄. For a rather general lass of form fators, whih
also inludes the VMD ase and the ase of a onstant form fator, derived from
a point-like Wess-Zumino-Witten vertex, we sueeded in performing all angu-
lar integrations in the orresponding two-loop integrals analytially, obtaining a
two-dimensional integral representation for the pion-pole ontribution to aµ:
aLbyL;pi
0
µ =
∫
∞
0
dQ1
∫
∞
0
dQ2
∑
i
wi(Q1, Q2) fi(Q1, Q2) .
It involves several model-independent weight-funtions wi, whereas the depen-
dene on the form fators resides in the fi. The weight funtions in the dominant
term are positive denite and peaked around Q1∼Q2∼ 0.5 GeV. This explains
the fat that aLbyL;pi
0
µ is not very sensitive to the high-energy behavior of the form
fator, but it is important to reprodue the data at small energies. Our result
aLbyL;PSµ = +8.3 (1.2) × 10−10 for the three pseudosalar states diers essentially
only by its sign from the results given in [1℄ and has been onrmed in the mean-
time [4℄. The new value redues the dierene between aexpµ and a
SM
µ to 1.6 σ.
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Nf -sensitivity of hiral dynamis
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⋆
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Reent investigations in the 0++ hannel [1℄ suggest rather dierent meh-
anisms of hiral symmetry breaking in the limits of Nf = 2 massless avours
(mu, md → 0, but physial ms) and Nf = 3 (mu, md, ms → 0) [2℄. Meson-meson
sattering is a favoured plae to test this senario: it is neessary to ombine ππ
results (2-avour setor) inluding the analysis of the new Ke4 data of the E865
ollaboration [3℄, with πK sattering observables (3-avour setor) for whih dis-
persive estimates are now available [4℄.
We follow the proedure outlined in [1℄ for the masses and deay onstants of
(π,K, η). We take their hiral expansion up to next-to-leading order in mˆ and
ms, in the isospin limit mu = md = mˆ. We an then rewrite the low-energy
onstants L4,5,6,7,8 as funtions of only 3 fundamental parameters: r = ms/mˆ,
X(3) = 2mΣ(3)/(F 2πM
2
π) and F (3) = limmˆ,ms→0 Fπ. We then onsider the hiral
expansion of ππ and πK sattering observables (namely αππ, βππ and βπK) up
to next-to-leading order, and reexpress L4,5,6,8. At eah stage, we keep expliitly
trak of the NNLO remainders oming from eah hiral expansion.
ππ and πK sattering observables onstrain therefore [r,X(3), F (3)]. Lines of
onstant αππ and βππ in the [r,X(3)] plane are almost perpendiular, so that an
aurate knowledge of ππ sattering (ombined with the SU(3) hiral expansion
of Fπ, FK ,Mπ,MK) yields information about the Nf = 3 ase. Moreover, the
dispersive estimate of βπK favours low values of F (3). When we onsider the 3
sattering observables altogether, nonvanishing NNLO remainders are needed for
a onsistent piture. Preliminary studies favour low values of F (3) (around 75
MeV) and X(3) (of order 0.5 or less), and r larger than 20.
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es
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Eetive Chiral Lagrangian from Simulations of Partially
Quenhed QCD
ALPHA and UKQCD Collaborations
Hartmut Wittig
DESY, Notkestr. 85, 22603 Hamburg, Germany
A method to determine some of the low-energy onstants in the O(p4) eetive
hiral Lagrangian, using lattie simulations of QCD is reviewed. It is shown how
the onstants L5 and L8 an be determined independently by studying the quark
mass dependene of suitably dened ratios of pseudosalar meson masses and
deay onstants [1℄. It is pointed out that the physially relevant oeients an
be omputed even in unphysial situations, as realised in the so-alled partially
quenhed approximation [2,3℄, as long as the physial number of ative quark
avours, Nf , is employed. Furthermore, an independent determination of L8
based on the (lattie) solution of the underlying eld theory of QCD, serves to
deide the question whether or not the up-quark ould be massless [4℄.
As a rst step in an ultimately realisti treatment of the problem, numerial
results from simulations using Nf = 2 avours are disussed [5℄. Results for L5
and L8 are obtained with a statistial error of 5− 10%. Systemati eets due to
negleting higher orders are estimated to be ±0.25. Future simulations at smaller
quark masses are required to orroborate this estimate. Lattie results for L5 and
L8 for Nf = 2 are broadly onsistent with the usual phenomenologial determi-
nations in the physial three-avour theory. These ndings strongly disfavour
the possibility of massless up-quark, provided that the quark mass dependene
in the physial three-avour ase is not fundamentally dierent. The method
may be extended to determine L7, whih involves the evaluation of disonneted
ontributions to mesoni two-point funtions [3℄.
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Radiative Corretions to Kℓ3 Deays
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P.O. BOX 22085, E-46071 Valenia, Spain
In this ontribution [1℄, I have presented general formulae for the Kℓ3 form
fators at one loop in the framework of CHPT with virtual photons and leptons
[2℄. Two features indued by the eletromagneti interations are worth notiing.
First, the form fators now depend not only on the momentum transfered between
the kaon and pion, but also on a seond kinematial variable. Seond, there are
ontributions from four of the loal ounterterms Xi, spei to semileptoni
proesses [2℄.
Loops with virtual photons generate also infrared divergenes. In order to
deal with them, we have analysed the assoiated real photon emission proesses.
We have given a general desription of the hanges indued in the Dalitz plot
density, and have proposed a model-independent proedure for inluding radia-
tive orretions in the data analysis. This onsists in inorporating the known
long-distane eletromagneti eets into generalized kinematial densities, while
inluding all the struture dependent (UV sensitive) terms as orretions to the
form fators. Details of the new kinematial densities will depend eventually on
the way the spei experimental set-up deals with real photon emission.
Within this framework, we have studied the eet of radiative orretions in
the extration of the CKM matrix element |Vus| from the K+e3 mode. As om-
pared to the pure O(p4) form fators [3℄, the inlusion of O(e2p2) eletromagneti
ontributions shifts f+(0) by about (0.36± 0.16)%. Moreover, the radiative or-
retions produe an eetive redution of -1.27% for the phase spae integral.
We note here that the unertainty on the form fator up to O(p4, e2p2) is well
under ontrol, and it aets the extration of |Vus| only marginally ompared to
present experimental errors. This result opens the road to a preision determina-
tion of |Vus|, for whih the next two important ingredients are: the inlusion of
two-loop hiral orretions and a new high statistis measurement of branhing
ratios, properly aounting for radiative orretions.
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Light quark mass ratios from
large Nc hiral perturbation theory
1
Roland Kaiser
Department of Physis, University of California at San Diego,
9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla, CA 92093
If the number of olours in QCD (Nc) is treated as large, the spetrum involves
an additional light degree of freedom beause the mass of the η′ disappears in
the large Nc limit: M
2
η′ = O(1/Nc). Also in this ase, the low energy properties of
QCD may be studied by means of an eetive theory, see [1℄ and the referenes
therein. To organize the expansion, we introdue a ounting parameter δ and
assign the following weights to powers of momenta, quark masses and 1/Nc:
p = O(
√
δ) , m = O(δ) , 1/Nc = O(δ) . (1)
Within the given sope, we performed a alulation of the mass spetrum, the
deay onstants and the eletromagneti deay rates of the Goldstone partiles.
The alulation is valid to next-to-leading order in the expansion in δ and also
inludes the logarithmially enhaned ontributions of the subsequent order [5℄.
The framework has the property that it does not allow the KaplanManohar
transformation [1,2,3℄. This implies that the eetive representations for the var-
ious observables do lead to onstraints on the quark mass ratios when ompared
with the experimental measurements. In this way, one may in partiular express
the ratio S ≡ 2ms/(mu +md) in terms of measured quantities and a single on-
stant whih determines the SU(3) breaking in the deay amplitudes η, η′ → γγ.
The low energy onstant may be estimated theoretially by means of resonane
saturation of a three point funtion [4℄. The numerial result S = 26 ± 2 [5℄ lies
remarkably lose to the urrent algebra predition S = 25.9.
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Realulation and Reanalysis of K → 3π.
Johan Bijnens, Pierre Dhonte and Fredrik Persson
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Sölvegatan 14A, S - 223 62 Lund, Sweden
The theoretial study of kaon deay is hindered by the nonperturbative behaviour
of QCD in the low-energy domain. One of the approahes suesfully applied in
the study of low-energy proesses is Chiral Perturbation Theory. Using this,
we have realulated the CP onserving K → 3π amplitude to one loop in the
isospin limit. Using various symmetries we have then gured out a way to redue
these amplitudes into publishable form, see [1℄. From the amplitudes we have
alulated various deay rates and ross-setions whih are ompared with reent
experimental data from the CPLEAR, HYPERON and NA48 ollaborations. For
this omparison we have used the data as they are presented in [2℄. The result
is a new t of the p4 nonleptoni weak onstants in the Chiral Lagrangian. The
Ki presented in the table below are dened as linear ombinations of these weak
onstants, see [3℄ and [4℄. The three olumns show the preliminary results we
get for three dierent sets of input data, the strong onstants L1 − L8. In the
rst olumn we use the values presented in the DAΦNE book. In the seond and
third olumn the input data are taken from a one and twoloop t respetively,
see [5℄. In the present results there seem to be some disagreement ompared to
the numbers presented in [3℄.
Constant p2 p4 (DAΦNE) p4 (1-l. ABT) p4 (2-l. ABT)
C G8 F
4
0 /f
2
π 8.50× 10−10 4.23× 10−10 4.23× 10−10 4.23× 10−11
C G27 F
4
0 /f
2
π 4.72× 10−11 3.01× 10−11 3.01× 10−11 3.01× 10−11
K2 - 5.62× 10−9 6.56× 10−9 5.55× 10−9
K3 - 6.97× 10−9 7.39× 10−9 9.89× 10−9
K5 - 4.34× 10−12 6.30× 10−13 4.63× 10−12
K6 - 1.34× 10−10 1.37× 10−10 1.57× 10−11
K7 - −4.54× 10−10 −4.55× 10−10 −4.55× 10−10
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The η′ → ηpipi deay in U(3) hiral perturbation theory
N. Beisert and B. Borasoy
Physik Department
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hing, Germany
The dominant hadroni deay of the η′, η′ → ηππ, is investigated up to one-
loop order in U(3) hiral perturbation theory [1℄. Within this framework, the η′
is inluded without employing 1/Nc ounting rules and loop integrals are evalu-
ated using infrared regularization whih preserves Lorentz and hiral symmetry.
Important features of the η-η′ system, suh as η-η′ mixing [2℄, are inorporated,
and loop integrals of an η′ are shown to be suppressed. Reasonable agreement
with data is obtained without netuning any parameters. The investigation of
the η′ meson may eventually lead to a better understanding of the role of gluons
in hiral dynamis due to the axial U(1) anomaly.
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The Polarizability of the Nuleon:
The View of Dispersion Relations
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55099 Mainz, Germany
Real and virtual Compton sattering has reently attrated muh attention on
the sides of both theory and experiment. Considerable experimental progress has
resulted in improved data on the polarizabilities from real Compton sattering
(RCS), and rst data have been obtained for generalized polarizabilities from
virtual Compton sattering (VCS). In priniple, polarizabilities an be read o
a low-energy expansion of the respetive sattering amplitudes in terms of small
(real) photon momenta. In order to extrat preision values, however, it is useful
and mostly even neessary to analyze the data by means of dispersion relations
(DR). Therefore, we have set up both nonsubtrated and subtrated DR for the
RCS [1℄ and VCS [2℄ amplitudes, thus relating these experiments with information
on the reations γ+N → γ+N +X (s-hannel ontributions) and γ+γ → Y (t-
hannel ontributions). The neessary input for this sheme is taken from phase
shift analyses, dispersion theory and phenomenologial models desribing these
reations.
There are two immediate advantages in using DR for suh analyses. First,
the kinematial range of the experiments an be extended to momenta beyond
the appliability of low-energy expansions, whih may inrease the experimental
sensitivity to the polarizabilities by large fators. Seond, DR allow one to eval-
uate higher order polarizabilities [3℄, whih an be predited and thus ompared
to the results from ChPT but annot be extrated from RCS and VCS diretly.
Furthermore, DR an simulate the pratially impossible experiment of doubly
virtual Compton sattering, related to quark struture funtions and generalized
Gerasimov-Drell-Hearn and Burkhardt-Cottingham integrals (Ref. [4℄).
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The twist-2 parton distributions  unpolarized qf(x), polarized ∆Lqf (x) and
transversity ∆T qf (x)  obey the well known positivity bounds
|∆Lqf | ≤ qf , 2|∆T qf | ≤ qf +∆Lqf . (1)
The seond inequality is known as Soer inequality [1℄. In the large Nc limit the
above inequalities an be enhaned as follows [2℄
|∆Lqu| ≤ 1
3
qu , 2|∆T qu| ≤ 1
3
qu +∆Lqu (Nc →∞) . (2)
The fator of 1/3 has nothing to do with 1/Nc. The derivation of inequalities (2)
uses no model assumptions and is based on the spin-avor symmetry [3,4℄ due to
whih in the leading order of the 1/Nc expansion the baryons with spin equal to
isospin are degenerate.
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Chiral Eetive Field Theory with Expliit Spin 3/2
Degrees of FreedomA Status Report
Thomas R. Hemmert
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hing, Germany
Non-relativisti Baryon Chpt has been very suessful in desribing near-
threshold properties in the single Baryon setor during the 1990s. However,
when it omes to magneti or spin-observables, the orresponding perturbative
hiral expansion sometimes behaves rather poorly (e.g. γi, GDH* sum-rules,. . . )
or shows rather deliate anellations of unnaturally large higher order ontribu-
tions (e.g. βM1, P
π0p
i ,. . . ). Typially, in these hannels one expets rather large
ontributions stemming from the rst nuleon resonane, ∆(1232). Therefore,
in the mid 1990s a hiral eetive eld theory with expliit spin 3/2 degrees of
freedom and systemati powerounting was developed [1℄. An overview of reent
alulations an be found in [2℄. The appearane of expliit Deltas in the alu-
lation leads to a resummation of the hiral expansion, pushing these important
physial ontributions into lower orders of perturbation theory. These an result
in the desired eets (e.g. in the ase of γi [3℄), but it an also upset the deliate
anellation pattern of Baryon Chpt (e.g. as in βM1 [4℄) . In the latter ase
we argue that additional large higher order eets should also be promoted into
lower orders of perturbation theory via an anomalous ounting of orresponding
higher order ounterterms. First examples of this new development are presented
in [2℄ for the ase of the quark-mass dependene of the nuleons´ anomalous mag-
nti moments and in [5℄ for the study of resonane ontributions in dynamial
polarizabilities of the nuleon [6℄.
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Analysis of the PionKaon Sigma Term
Matthias Frink
Fors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To parameterize the interation of the kaon with the nonstrange salar
isosalar soure mˆ(u¯u + d¯d), the salar formfator ΓK of the kaon is dened
via
〈Ka(p2)|mˆ(u¯u+ d¯d)|Kb(p1)〉 = δabΓK(t) , (1)
where t = (p1−p2)2 . The orresponding sigma term reads σπK = ΓK(0)/(2MK).
This quantity is of interest e.g. as a building blok of the nuleon sigma term,
sine it is related to the strangeness ontent of the kaon, et.
A oneloop alulation in SU(3) ChPT yields a 16% orretion to the tree
level result at t = 4M2π , whih is fairly small as ompared to the orresponding
orretions to the pion sigma term in SU(2) ChPT given in [2℄.
A lowenergy theorem [1℄ gives the deomposition
F 2T+πK(s = u, t = 2M
2
π) = ΓK(t = 2M
2
π) + ∆πK (2)
for the soalled ChengDashen point s = u, t = 2M2π . T
+
πK is the isospineven
πK sattering amplitude. The soalled remainder∆πK vanishes to leading order.
The analogue of this lowenergy theorem for the ππ ase has been analyzed in
[3℄. In an SU(3) framework, the squared deay onstant F 2 an be hosen to
be F 2π , FπFK , or F
2
K . Numerially, the rst of these onventions is distinguished
by a relative size of the remainder of between 1% and 2%, as against 10% to
20% for the other hoies. The smallness of ∆πK for the F
2
π normalization is due
to a omplete dropout of any terms proportional to MK , whih indiates SU(2)
breaking eets. A possible tool to separate quantities undergoing real SU(3)
breaking is heavy kaon ChPT as worked out in [4℄. A further investigation is in
progress.
A twoloop alulation of ΓK with dispersive tehniques as performed for the
pion ase in [2℄ yields orretions to the tree level result of about 5% at the
twopion threshold.
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We show that for the proesses γ∗(q)N(p) → π(k)N(p′) near the threshold1
the two limits Q2 → ∞ (Q2 = −q2) and mπ → 0 do not ommute. For Q2 ≪
Λ3/mπ (Λ is a typial hadroni sale) one an apply lassial soft pion theorems
by Nambu et al. [1℄ whih express the threshold amplitudes of the γ∗N → πN ′
reation in terms of e.m. and axial form fators of the nuleon. In the kinematis
where Q2 ≫ Λ3/mπ one an derive new soft pion theorems [2℄ whih also express
the threshold amplitudes in terms of the nuleon form fators. The partiular
expressions depend on the form of the light-one wave funtions (LCWF) of the
nuleon, i.e. sensitive to the partoni ontent of the nuleon wave funtion. If
we assume that the dominant omponent of the nuleon LCWF is symmetri we
obtain, for instane, at Q2 ≫ Λ3/mπ we have [2℄
A(γ∗p→ π0p)|th = 1
3fπ
(
5
2
GMp(q
2)− 4 GMn(q2)
)
+O
(mπ
Λ
)
,
whih should be ontrasted with [1℄
A(γ∗p→ π0p)|th = gA
2fπ
GMp(q
2) +O
(mπ
Λ
)
,
for Λ2 ≪ Q2 ≪ Λ3/mπ. The new soft pion theorems for hard proesses are in
agreement with measurements of γ∗N → πN ′ reation near threshold by E136
ollaboration [3℄. We also disussed soft pion theorems for other hard exlusive
proesses, see details in [4℄.
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1 MpiN − (MN +mpi) ∼ mpi where MpiM is the invariant mass of the produed π and nuleon
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Chiral dynamis in meson baryon, nuleon nuleon and
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ia, Spain
By using the tehniques of the unitary extensions of χPT [1℄ many problems
at intermediate energies involving the interation of mesons and baryons an be
takled [1℄. In this talk I reported on a few reent problems whih are interon-
neted and whih have been studied reently. On the rst hand an extension of
the work of [2℄, where the meson baryon interation in the strangeness S = −1
setor was studied, has been done in [3℄, extending the preditions of the hiral
model to higher energies. The interesting ndings have been that in addition to
the Λ(1405) resonane obtained in [2℄ and [4℄, two other resonanes, the Λ(1670)
and the Σ(1520) were also generated dynamially from the lowest order hiral
Lagrangian. A remarkable nding is that the Λ(1670) resonane qualies as a
quasibound state ofKΞ. Similarly, a study has ben onduted for the πN intera-
tion in the region of the N∗(1535) resonane by inluding the oupled hannels of
meson baryon plus also the ππN hannels [5℄. It was found that the phase shifts
and inelastiities are well reprodued and that the ππN hannel was essential to
reprodue the isospin I = 3/2 setor and the ∆(1620) resonane.
In the NN interation some progress has also been done by obtaining the on-
tribution of the exhange of two interating pions in the salar isosalar setor [6℄
using again the tehniques of [1℄. We nd that in addition to a moderate attra-
tion at intermediate distanes, one also obtains a repulsion at short distanes.
These later ndings have also been used in the study of the ΛN → NN weak
transition in order to make preditions for the nonmesoni deay width of Λ
hypernulei [7℄ and partiularly the ratio of neutron to proton indued Λ deay.
Finally a study of the nal state interation in the pp → dK+K¯0 and pp →
dπη reations, investigated in the ANKE experiment of Juelih, has been per-
formed where one nds that the K+K¯0 interation as well as the K¯0d interation
are very important and modify appreiably the invariant mass distributions [8℄.
By xing some relevant parameters of the dynamis of the proess to some of the
mass distributions we ould then predit absolute rates for πη prodution whih
showed learly the a0(980) resonane in the πη invariant mass distribution.
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There has been reent progress in developing a onsistent and onverging EFT
to desribe multi-nuleon systems [1℄[2℄[3℄. In very reent work it has been shown
that hiral perturbation theory in the single-nuleon setor is a speial ase of a
more general ordering of operators [4℄. In the presene of more than one nuleon,
the momentum expansion is neessarily nonperturbative at some level to aom-
modate the ne-tuned sales, while the mq-expansion remains perturbative. In
other words, the perturbative expansion of nulear fores is an expansion about
the hiral limit. In the
1S0 hannel only loal operators are treated nonpertur-
batively, whereas in the
3S1 − 3D1 oupled hannels it is neessary to resum the
non-loal, singular part of OPE whih survives in the hiral limit.
Partial higher-order alulations in the
3S1 − 3D1 oupled hannels suggest
that an expansion about the hiral limit will onverge. However, a full NLO
alulation is required in order to make a more denite onlusion and to give
meaningful preditions for the deuteron binding energy in the hiral limit. The
use of the square well as a short-distane regulator has proved valuable in giving
analyti formulas for the RG running of the ounterterms. However, the nees-
sity of omputing proesses with external gauge elds suggests use of a regulator
that manifestly respets gauge invariane, like dimensional regularization. An
intriguing puzzle remains onerning the relationship between square-well regu-
larization and the mathing of delta-funtion interations to singular potentials.
In the short-distane limit one nds that the singular potential wavefuntions
vanish. This makes it diult to understand how a delta-funtion interation
an modify the physial asymptoti phase.
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Sine the seminal papers of Weinberg [1℄, ten years have passed and there
is still no onsensus on how to organize an EFT for low energy nuleon-nuleon
interations. We follow the general ideas of [2℄ and onsider the two nuleon
system interating through a potential, namely at energies muh below the pion
mass (but allowing three-momenta to be similar to it), as an EFT on its own.
Although the potential an be derived order by order in χPT from the Heavy
Baryon Chiral Lagrangian, the alulations in this EFT need not be arried out
order by order in χPT anymore. In fat the results of [3℄ seem to indiate,
partiularly for the triplet hannel, that the OPEP (or at least part of it) should
be taken into aount at all orders of χPT. If so, the question arises whether
the renormalization program, whih is usually arried out perturbatively, goes
through. We have addressed this question for the OPEP in [4℄ and obtained the
following results:
• The singlet hannel is renormalizable.
• The triplet hannel is non-renormalizable, unless the oupling onstant of
a non-loal potential is allowed to ow. Even in that ase, the renormalized
amplitude has undesirable properties (laks
3S1-
3D1 mixing).
• If a suitable piee of the potential in the triplet hannel is treated as a
perturbation, then it beomes renormalizable at least up to next to leading order.
These results led us to propose a new way to organize the alulation in the
triplet hannel whih, we onjeture, will be renormalizable at any order. We
expet the new renormalized perturbative expansion to have better onvergene
properties than previous proposals as well [5℄.
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A formalism to extrat the dynamial nuleon polarisabilities dened via a mul-
tipole expansion of the struture amplitudes in nuleon Compton sattering was
developed in [1℄. In ontradistintion to the stati polarisabilities, dynamial
polarisabilities gauge the response of the internal degrees of freedom of a om-
posed objet to an external, real photon eld of arbitrary energy. Being energy
dependent, they ontain information about dispersive eets indued by internal
relaxation mehanisms, baryoni resonanes and meson prodution thresholds of
the nuleon. Expliit formulae to extrat the dynamial eletri and magneti
dipole as well as quadrupole polarisabilities from low energy nuleon Compton
sattering are presented, and the onnetion to the denition of stati nuleon
polarisabilities is disussed. A hiral analysis using iso-salar dynamial polar-
isabilities inluding the ∆(1232) as dynamial degree of freedom is performed
in [2℄. The energy dependene of αE1(ω) and βM1(ω) is well predited by hiral
dynamis. Polarisabilities stem predominantly from harge displaements of the
pion loud around the nuleon and from the ∆ resonane ontribution. How-
ever, the ounter terms for αE1(ω) and βM1(ω) turn out to be at least 4 times
larger than naïve dimensional analysis predits. By onsistently modifying the
SSE power ounting [3℄, they are thus promoted to LO, and their size is xed by
tting to the stati polarisabilities measured. Their energy dependene is then
a predition whih is in good agreement with a dispersion relation (DR) analy-
sis. αE2(ω) is well predited without free parameters up to 150 MeV, where DR
shows the E2 N → ∆ transition to be important. βM2(ω) laks overall strength,
and the DR urve shows a strong, nearly linear energy dependene whih might
originate from a strong dia-magneti quadrupole relaxation.
In Compton sattering on the deuteron at ω = 91 MeV, dynamial eets are
large and annot be mimiked by taking only the slopes of the polarisabilities
at zero energy into aount. The dynamial polarisabilities onstruted above
predit values in agreement with experiment, in ontradistintion to traditional
analyses where βM1(0) is ve times bigger than from extrations at zero energy.
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In the last years there was a lot of progress in desribing low energy physis
with the help of hiral perturbation theory. One of them is the desription of
π0-eletroprodution on a proton. The absene of a neutron target makes the
omparison between theory and experiment more ompliated: One has to de-
sribe the prodution proess on the lightest nuleus, where neutrons are bound.
The rst alulation of π0-eletroprodution on a deuteron within the framework
of HBCHPT was done at π0-threshold in the stati limit[1℄. For omparison with
experiment the data were extrapolated to the threshold[2℄. One obtained no
agreement for the longitudinal part. To improve the situation I transformed the
single-nuleon ontribution into the right frame. Seondly to avoid any extrapo-
lation of the data I alulated the amplitudes above the π0-threshold, where the
data were really measured. The alulation onsists of two steps.
The rst step is the multipole deomposition. Arenhövel[3℄ onstruted 13
linearly independent spin strutures and desribed the amplitude by 13 struture
funtions. On the other side, beause of the seletion rules there are 13 multipole
amplitudes for eah multipolarity, whih do not depend on the angle between the
outgoing pion and deuteron. The struture funtion vetor F = (F1, . . . , F13) an
be desribed in the following way:
F =
∑
∞
L=0AL(cos(θ))ML and ML =
∫ 1
0
d cos(θ)BL(cos(θ))F, (1)
where ML = (M
1
L, . . . ,M
13
L ) is the multipole vetor and AL, BL are matries that
only depend on cos(θ).
The seond step is the alulation of the amplitude. For this purpose I use
the hybrid approah rst introdued by Weinberg: one alulates the irreduible
kernel within the framework of HBCHPT to the order q3 and onvolutes it with
phenomenologial or hiral wave-funtions. To third order in small momenta,
the amplitude is nite and a sum of two- and three-body interations with no
undetermined parameters.
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Eetive Field Theories (EFTs) provide the only existing framework to derive
nulear struture from QCD. Beause the typial momenta of nuleons in the
deuteron and in the virtual bound state in the
1S0 NN hannel are smaller than
the pion mass, an EFT involving nuleons only (where pions and all other mesons
have been integrated in favor of ontat interations) has been developed. This
EFT was applied to systems with two [1℄ and even three [2℄ nuleons, with muh
suess. An exploratory study of innite nulear matter at nite temperature
was also onduted with a lattie regulator [3℄.
In order to bridge the extremes in baryon number, we are now studying halo
nulei. A lower-energy EFT involving ontat interations among nuleons and
a ore an be formulated [4℄. One simple appliation is N-4He sattering, whih
is known to display a low-lying P3/2 resonane. The power ounting in the ase
of a shallow P -wave state is similar to that [1℄ for S-wave states relevant in NN
sattering, but has some important dierenes. In leading order it involves two
operators, whih an aommodate resonane behavior in addition to a bound
state. One indeed nds good agreement with phase-shift analyses. With pa-
rameters tted this way,
6
He an then be studied as a three-body system using
tehniques like those of Ref. [2℄. Generalization to other halo nulei is straight-
forward, one ores with spin are onsidered.
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Few-Body Physis in Eetive Field Theory
H.-W. Hammer
Department of Physis, The Ohio State University,
Columbus, OH 43210, USA
Eetive Field Theory (EFT) provides a powerful framework that exploits a
separation of sales in physial systems to perform systemati, model-independent
alulations. The long-distane physis is inluded expliitly, while the orre-
tions from short-distane physis are alulated in an expansion in the ratio
of short- and long-distane sales. We apply EFT to three-body systems with
short-range interations and large two-body sattering lengths a ≫ R, where R
is the typial range of the interation. These systems are interesting beause
they display universal features suh as a logarithmi spetrum of shallow three-
body bound states and a disrete sale invariane [1℄. While most hannels are
straightforward, in ertain S-wave hannels (e.g. for spinless bosons) a nonderiva-
tive, one-parameter three-body fore is required at leading order for onsistent
renormalization. The renormalization group evolution of this three-body fore is
governed by a limit yle [2℄.
In nulear physis, this EFT has suessfully been applied to the neutron-
deuteron and Λ-deuteron systems [3℄. The variation of the three-body fore
provides a ompelling explanation of the Phillips line.
Espeially interesting is the appliation of this formalism to the physis of
old atoms and Bose-Einstein ondensates, where the sattering length a an be
tuned experimentally using Feshbah resonanes. As a onsequene, the unique a-
dependene predited by the EFT an be tested. In partiular, the EFT predits
logarithmially spaed minima (for a > 0) and resonanes (for a < 0) in the rate
for three-body reombination, i.e. when two atoms form a moleule and a third
atom balanes energy and momentum [4℄.
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Appliation of Chiral Nulear Fores to Few-Nuleon
Systems
W. Glökle
Institut für theoretishe Physik II, Bohum
Ruhr-Universität Bohum
In reent years high preision NN fore models have been developed whih are
related to the OBE piture but modied by purely phenomenologial strutures.
Based on typially 40 parameters they desribe the rih set of NN data up to the
pion threshold perfetly well. They alone lead to underbinding of nulear ground
states and are insuient to desribe 3N sattering observables well at energies
starting around 60 MeV and higher. On the other hand at low energies they
work rather well for 3N sattering observables with the outstanding exeption
of the analysing power Ay in elasti Nd sattering. Three-nuleon fores are
natural andidates to possibly ure these failures. There are various models
whih, however, are not theoretially linked to the NN potential models. They
an be tuned to the
3H binding energy, but they neither ure the Ay-puzzle
nor remove all disrepanies in 3N sattering at the higher energies mentioned.
Clearly a more systemati and theoretially founded approah for nulear fores
is needed. Chiral perturbation theory appears to be a promising step in that
diretion. Based on an eetive hiral Lagrangian for pion and nuleon elds one
an eliminate in the spirit of the Weinberg power ounting the pioni degrees of
freedom leading to nulear fore ordered in powers of generi momenta over a
mass sale of the order of the ρ-mass. We applied these hiral fores in the LO,
NLO and NNLO's. Up to these orders they are formed out of one - and two-pion
exhanges and a string of ontat fores with altogether 9 LEC's. At NNLO
the resulting preditions based on rigorous Faddeev-Yakubovsky alulations are
very similar to the ones of the above mentioned potential models. In the hiral
senario the momenta are ut o (smoothly) between ∧ = 500 and 600 MeV/
and the ut-o dependene shrinks signiantly in going from NLO to NNLO. At
NNLO the rst time three-nuleon fores of three dierent topologies our in that
systemati approah. They depend on two additional parameters, whih allow of
ourse to guarantee the orret
3H binding energy. Preditions for the 4H binding
energy and the wealth of 3N sattering observables is in progress. It is further
planned to go to NNNLO and to inorporate also eletroweak probes, whih
would signiantly improve the theoretial foundation for eletroweak many-body
urrents. There is good reason to hope that the hiral approah to nulear fores
will put nulear physis on a theoretially better founded basis than hitherto.
Aknowledgement: This work is arried through in ollaboration with E .
Epelbaum, U.G. Meiÿner, A. Nogga, H. Kamada and H. Witala.
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lear Fores from Chiral EFT: Reent Developments
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D-44870 Bo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h, Institut für Kernphysik (Theorie),
D-52425 Jülih, Germany
Fewnuleon fores at various leading orders in hiral eetive eld theory derived
from the most general hiral invariant Lagrangian for nuleons and pions using
the method of unitary transformation [1℄ are briey reviewed. To leading order,
the NN potential onsists of the undisputed onepion exhange (OPE) and two
NN ontat interations. Corretions at NLO stem from the leading hiral TPE
and additional ontat terms with two derivatives. At NNLO one has to inlude
the subleading TPE whih ontains ππNN interations with two derivatives (pion
mass insertions). The large values of the orresponding oupling onstants c1,3,4
obtained in the Q2 and Q3 analysis of πN sattering lead at this order to unrealis-
tially strong attration and, as a onsequene, to unphysial deeply bound states
[2℄. We provide arguments for a redution of the TPE potential and introdue
the NNLO* version of the NN fores, whih is very well suited for fewnuleon
alulations. We show that the NN phase shifts are strongly improved at NNLO*
ompared to NLO and are mostly rather well reprodued up to Elab =200 MeV.
We also establish a link between the NN potential derived in hiral eetive
eld theory and various modern highpreision potentials [3℄. To be more spei,
we show that the values of the NN ontat interations an be understood from
the resonane saturation in terms of well established oneboson exhange models.
We also address the issue of the naturalness of the ontat terms and onsider
leading isospin violating eets [4℄.
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Chiral dynamis of nulear matter
Norbert Kaiser
Physik-Department T39, TU Münhen, D-85747 Garhing, Germany.
We alulate the equation of state of isospin-symmetri nulear matter in the
3-loop approximation of hiral perturbation theory [1℄. The ontributions to the
energy per partile E¯(kf) from 1π- and 2π-exhange graphs are ordered in pow-
ers of the Fermi momentum kf (modulo funtions of kf/mπ). It is demonstrated
that, already at order O(k4f), 2π-exhange produes realisti nulear binding.
The underlying saturation mehanism is surprisingly simple (in the hiral limit),
namely the ombination of an attrative k3f -term and a repulsive k
4
f -term. The
empirial saturation point E¯(kf0) ≃ −15.3MeV, ρ0 ≃ 0.17 fm−3 and the nulear
ompressibility K ≃ 255MeV are well reprodued at order O(k5f ) with a momen-
tum ut-o of Λ = 7fπ ≃ 0.65GeV whih parametrizes all neessary short-range
dynamis. Next, we alulate the density-dependent asymmetry energy and nd
A(kf0) ≃ 34MeV, in very good agreement with the empirial value. The pure
neutron matter equation of state is also in fair agreement with sophistiated
many-body alulations and a resummation result of eetive eld theory, for
low neutron densities ρn < 0.25 fm
−3
.
In the same framework we evaluate the momentum and density dependent
omplex single partile potential U(p, kf ) + iW (p, kf) [2℄. 1π- and 2π-exhange
give rise to a potential depth (for a nuleon at the bottom of the Fermi sea)
of U(0, kf0) = −53.2MeV, in agreement with the shell model potential. The
momentum dependene of the real part U(p, kf0) is non-monotoni and an be
translated into a mean eetive nuleon mass of M¯∗ ≃ 0.82M . The imaginary
part W (p, kf) is generated entirely by iterated 1π-exhange. The half width of a
nuleon hole with p = 0 omes out as W (0, kf0) = 29.7MeV. The basi theorems
of Hugenholtz-Van-Hove and Luttinger are satised in our alulation.
We also onsider nulear matter nite temperature T . The free energy per par-
tile F¯ (ρ, T ) is obtained from the energy density funtional by inserting a Fermi-
Dira distribution for the density of states. The alulated pressure isotherms
indiate a liquid-gas phase transition at Tc ≃ 26MeV and ρc ≃ 0.09 fm−3.
Finally, we alulate the nulear spin-orbit strength from the spin-dependent
part of the interation energy Σspin =
i
2
~σ ·(~q×~p )Uls(p, kf) of a nuleon sattering
o weakly inhomogeneous nulear matter. We nd from iterated 1π-exhange
Uls(0, kf0) = 35.1MeVfm
2
in perfet agreement with the shell model value.
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An expliit expression for the generating funtional of twoavor lowenergy
QCD with external soures in the presene of non-vanishing nuleon densities
has been derived reently [1℄. Within this approah we derive [2℄ power ounting
rules for the alulation of in-medium pion properties. We develop the so-alled
standard rules for residual nuleon energies of the order of the pion mass and
a modied sheme (non-standard ounting) for vanishing residual nuleon en-
ergies. We also establish the dierent sales for the range of appliability of
this perturbative expansion, whih are
√
6πfπ ≃ 0.7 GeV for the standard and
6π2f 2π/2mN ≃ 0.27 GeV for non-standard ounting, respetively. We have per-
formed a systemati analysis of npoint in-medium Green funtions up to and
inluding next-to-leading order when the standard rules apply. These inlude the
in-medium ontributions to quark ondensates, pion propagators, pion masses
and ouplings of the axial-vetor, vetor and pseudosalar urrents to pions. In
partiular, we nd a mass shift for negatively harged pions in heavy nulei,
∆Mπ− = (18±5)MeV, that agrees with reent determinations from deeply bound
pioni
207
Pb. We also show that the unique role of fπ as order parameter of hi-
ral symmetry breaking in vauum orresponds to ft in symmetri nulear matter.
The latter is the oupling of a pion at rest to the temporal omponent of the
axial-vetor urrent. In addition, we have established the absene of in-medium
renormalization in the π0 → γγ deay amplitude up to the same order. The study
of ππ sattering requires the use of the non-standard ounting and the alulation
is done at leading order. Even at that order we establish new ontributions not
onsidered so far. We also point towards further possible improvements of this
sheme and touh upon its relation to more onventional many-body approahes.
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Color superondutivity in high-density QCD
Mark Alford
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At high quark density, it is expeted that a ondensate of Cooper pairs of
quarks will form, spontaneously breaking the SU(3) olor gauge symmetry. This
is known as olor superondutivity. Sine the QCD interation between quarks
is strongly attrative, the pairing is expeted to be haraterized by a large gap,
in the range of tens to hundreds of MeV. For reent reviews, see the introdution
to this miniproeedings.
In matter above nulear density, the quark hemial potential µ & 400 MeV,
whih is greater than the bare mass of the strange quark but less than that of
the harm quark, so it is reasonable to onsider 3 avor quark matter. This leads
to a olor-avor loked (CFL) pattern of quark pairing [1℄, whih has many in-
teresting properties. It breaks hiral symmetry without a 〈q¯q〉 ondensate, auses
the photon to mix with one of the gluons, and may be ontinuously onneted to
lower density hyperoni matter (quark hadron ontinuity).
A ompat star is the best plae to look for CFL quark matter in nature, sine
it is dense and old. Reently there has been work on the expeted struture of
suh a star [2℄. The two possibilities are (a) a sharp interfae between a CFL
ore and a nuler matter mantle, and (b) a layer of mixed phase, onsisting
of positively harged nulear matter mixed with negatively harged CFL quark
matter. In Ref. [2℄ we found that the sharp interfae would be favored if the
surfae tension of the nulear-CFL interfae σ & 40 MeV/fm.
The next step is to nd observable phenomena that indiate the internal
struture of the star. The sharp interfae reates a disontinuity in the density
by a fator of two, so as well as aeting the mass-radius relation it may lead
to signatures in the gravitational waves emitted in the merger of two suh stars,
whih are supposed to be detetable by future gravitational wave detetors suh
as LIGO II. The mixed phase has struture on the sale of a few fm, whih is
expeted to redue the mean free path of neutrinos, leading to possible signatures
in the time prole of neutrinos emitted during the supernova that reates the
ompat star. Work on these topis is in progress.
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Crystalline Color Superondutivity
Krishna Rajagopal
Center for Theoreti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Cambridge, MA, USA 02139
At asymptoti quark number densities, the ground state of QCD is expeted
to be the olor-avor loked (CFL) phase, in whih all quarks partiipate in BCS
pairing [1℄. Below some ritial density determined by quark mass dierenes,
CFL is disrupted, leaving some speies of quarks with diering Fermi momenta
unpaired. It is natural to ask whether there is some generalization of the BCS
ansatz in whih pairing between two speies of quarks persists even one their
Fermi momenta dier. Crystalline olor superondutivity is the answer to this
question. The idea is that it may be favorable for quarks with diering Fermi
momenta to form pairs whose momenta are not equal in magnitude and oppo-
site in sign [2,3℄. Condensates of this sort spontaneously break translational
and rotational invariane, leading to gaps whih vary in a rystalline pattern.
The favored rystal struture an be determined by xing the oeients in a
Ginzburg-Landau EFT; this is the subjet of ongoing work. The phonons of this
phase an be analyzed using EFT methods [4℄. The window in parameter spae
(or in density) in whih rystalline olor superondutivity arises is narrow in
toy models, but this phase is generi in QCD [5℄. If in some shell within the
quark matter ore of a neutron star the quark number densities are suh that
rystalline olor superondutivity arises, rotational vorties may be pinned in
this shell, making it a lous for glith phenomena.
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The magnitude of the olor-superonduting gap φ in old, dense quark matter
is omputed via a gap equation. At the Fermi surfae and for g ≪ 1 (g is the
QCD oupling onstant),
φ = b µ exp
(
− c
g
)
[1 +O(g)] , (1)
where µ is the quark hemial potential, c = 3π2/
√
2, and b = 512π4 [2/(Nf g
2)]5/2
× exp [−(π2 + 4)/8], Nf is the number of degenerate quark avors. The onstant
c is determined by almost stati magneti gluon exhange [1℄, whih is a long-
range interation in QCD. The onstant b is determined by stati eletri and
non-stati magneti gluon exhange [2℄, as well as by ontributions from the
quark self-energy [3,4℄. O(g) orretions to the onstant b arise for instane from
non-stati eletri gluons [2℄, vertex orretions [3℄, the olor-Meissner eet [5℄,
and from the nite lifetime of quasi-partiles o the Fermi surfae [6℄. At this
order, there exists also an apparent gauge dependene of the gap equation in
mean-eld approximation [7℄. The eet of the running of the oupling onstant
[8℄ on b is unlear at present.
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Eetive Theories for QCD at high density
Roberto Casalbuoni
Dep. Theor. Phys. 2, University of Florene
I-50019 Firenze, Italia
The eetive lagrangian desription [1℄ of two phases of QCD at high density
is presented. We desribe the CFL phase, realized at very high density in the
ase of three massless quarks, and the LOFF phase, a possible rystalline state
of QCD matter at intermediate density. In both ases we onstrut the rele-
vant low-energy eetive lagrangian and show how to evaluate perturbatively the
ouplings. These alulations have been performed by using the idea of gapped
quasi-fermioni exitations lose to the Fermi surfae [2℄. We ouple these exi-
tations to the Nambu Goldstone bosons (NGB) and evaluate the orresponding
relevant Green funtions, obtaining the ouplings. The main advantage of this
desription is in the fat that lose to the Fermi surfae the physis redues to
innite opies of a two-dimensional problem. For the CFL phase we evaluate the
NGB deay onstants and their veloity (being at nite density, Lorentz invari-
ane is broken). We also evaluate the gluon self-energy showing that the gluon
physial masses are not of order gsµ (µ being the hemial potential) but rather
of the order of the gap ∆. This eet is due to a very large wave funtion renor-
malization eet of order gsµ/∆. Finally we disuss the LOFF phase. In this
ase translational and rotational invariane are broken, but we show that only
one physial NGB appears, the phonon. On the basis of the eetive lagrangian
approah, the phonon shows a peuliar anisotropi dispersion relation. Work in
progress [3℄ about the evaluation of the anisotropy is also presented.
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QCD at asymptoti densities exhibits a olor superonduting state with olor-
avor loking (CFL) and parametrially large gaps thanks to the long-range har-
ater of the olormagneti interation [1℄. At non-asymptoti densities, QCD may
rystallize in either an insulating or a superonduting phase [2℄. The CFL phase
supports light Goldstone modes in the form of partile-partile and hole-hole ex-
itations with anomalous radiative deays. Very dense QCD is ideally suited for
an eetive Lagrangian approah with oeient onstants alulable from rst
priniples [3℄. One way to investigate the physial nature of this phase as well as
the general harater of the phase diagram in QCD is to quantify the amount of
eletromagneti emissivities. Although these emissivities are stritly alulable
at asymptoti densities, it is always intriguing to extrapolate them at few times
that of normal nulear matter. For large superonduting gaps as suggested by
both perturbative and nonperturbative estimates, the dilepton and photon rates
from the CFL phase at temperatures of the order of T = 80 MeV are omparable
to the one extrapolated from the low density hadroni phase [4℄.
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We analyze the eigenvalue spetrum of the staggered Dira matrix in two-olor
QCD at nonzero hemial potential µ when the eigenvalues beome omplex. The
quasi-zero modes and their role for hiral symmetry breaking and the deonne-
ment transition are examined, see Figure 1. The density ρ(y) is used to estimate
a value for the hiral ondensate by applying the Banks-Casher relation (whih
originally was derived for real eigenvalues appearing in pairs of opposite sign).
We further employed the standard denition of the Green funtion by inverting
the fermioni matrix with a noisy soure and by omputing its eigenvalues ex-
atly, respetively, to get the ondensate. An analogous analysis is performed for
the spetrum of the Gor'kov representation of the fermioni ation yielding the
diquark ondensate [1℄.
[1℄ E. Bittner, M.-P. Lombardo, H. Markum, R. Pullirsh, Nul. Phys. B (Pro.
Suppl.) 94 (2001) 445
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Figure 1: Upper plots: Density ρ(y) of small eigenvalues of the Dira operator
for two-olor QCD on a 64 lattie from µ = 0 to 0.4 (left). The loss of quasi-zero
modes is aompanied by a vanishing of the hiral ondensate. Chiral ondensate
extrated by dierent methods (right). Lower plots: Similar for the Gor'kov
operator.
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Baryons in Partially Quenhed and Quenhed QCD
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At this point in time it is not possible to perform lattie simulations of
hadroni matrix elements at the physial values of the light quark masses, mq.
In order to make some onnetion between lattie simulations and nature an ex-
trapolation in the quark masses from those used in the simulations down to their
physial values is required. Many of us at this meeting have spent a signiant
fration of our lives omputing the mq-dependene of hadroni observables in
hiral perturbation theory (χPT). However, the results of these alulations an
only be used to extrapolate the results of unquenhed simulations, and unfortu-
nately, these simulations are performed at suiently large values of mq that the
onvergene of the hiral expansion is questionable, and most probably absent.
During the past deade signiant progress has been made in understanding
how to make QCD preditions from partially quenhed [1℄ simulations. The global
avor symmetry group struture for partially quenhed QCD (PQQCD) with
three valene quarks, three ghost quarks and three sea-quarks, in the hiral limit
is SU(6|3)L⊗SU(6|3)R⊗U(1) where SU(m|n) is a graded lie-algebra. The lowest-
lying otet baryons are inluded into this framework by embedding them into a
240 dimensional irreduible representation of SU(6|3) [2,3,4℄, and their properties
are omputed systematially in an expansion ofmval/Λχ, msea/Λχ and p/Λχ. One
interesting aspet of this theory is that the extension of eletromagneti, and weak
harges from QCD to PQQCD is not unique. Dierent hoies orrespond to
dierent weighting's of disonneted quark diagrams. At the meeting I presented
results obtained by Chen and myself [4℄ for the baryon masses, magneti moments
and matrix elements of the isovetor twist-2 operators.
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Many hadroni properties depend sensitively on the spetrum of the QCD
Dira operator whih we would like to ompute in a nite volume V . In this
ase, three sales are important: the magnitude of the smallest Dira eigenval-
ues, λmin ∼ π/V Σ (with Σ = |〈ψ¯ψ〉|), the Thouless energy, Ec ∼ f 2π/Σ
√
V , and
the rho mass, mρ. Below mρ, QCD an be desribed by an eetive hiral theory.
For energies below Ec, the kineti terms in the eetive Lagrangian an be ne-
gleted, but the zero-momentum modes of the Goldstone elds must be treated
nonperturbatively [1℄. This is equivalent to hiral random matrix theory [2℄.
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Fig. 1. Appliability of hiral RMT and
standard hiral perturbation theory in a
nite volume. Note the overlap region of
the two theories, also visible in Fig. 2.
We have omputed a number of quantities in hiral RMT, hiral perturbation
theory and lattie simulations to onrm this theoretial piture [3℄, see Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. The disonneted salar sus-
eptibility as a funtion of the valene
quark mass from a quenhed SU(3) sim-
ulation using the staggered Dira opera-
tor. The theoretial urves are from hiral
RMT and from a nite-volume hiral per-
turbation theory appliable for staggered
fermions at moderate to strong oupling,
see Ref. [3℄. Our alulations niely on-
rm the theoretial expetation of Fig. 2.
I would like to thank M. Gökeler, H. Hehl, P.E.L. Rakow, and A. Shäfer for
a fruitful ollaboration on these topis.
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During the last 20 years a quite omprehensive piture of instantons in QCD
has been developed [1℄. Of partiular importane is the understanding of hiral
symmetry breaking: A uid of weakly interating instantons produes a non-
vanishing density of eigenvalues near the origin. This spetral density is related
to the hiral ondensate through the Banks-Casher relation [2℄. When inreasing
the temperature above its ritial value Tc hiral symmetry is restored. At this
transition the topologial lumps are expeted to form tightly bound moleules of
instantons and anti-instantons. These moleules do no longer produe eigenvalues
near the origin, the spetrum develops a gap and hiral symmetry is restored.
In a series of artiles [3℄ we analyzed evidene for hiral symmetry breaking
through instantons from ab-initio alulations on the lattie. We studied eigenval-
ues and eigenvetors of an approximate Ginsparg-Wilson fermion [4℄ developed in
[5℄. The eigenvetors are known to trae the topologial lumps of the underlying
gauge elds and thus an be used to analyze the instanton struture. In partiular
we foussed on the loalization and loal hirality [6℄ of the eigenvetors.
We show that the most loalized states an be found near the origin (T < Tc)
respetively near the edge of the spetral gap (T > Tc). Below Tc the eigenstates
are hiral, i.e. the underlying instantons are relatively unperturbed. Above Tc
the states have lost their loal hirality and one an no longer speak of intat
instantons. Our ndings support the piture of hiral symmetry breaking through
instantons and the mehanism for hiral symmetry restoration above Tc.
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The η′-mass is believed to be related to the UA(1) anomaly and hene bears
important witness of the topologial struture of the QCD vauum, as suggested
by the Witten-Veneziano formula that holds in the largeNc limit of the theory. So
far, avor singlet mesons have been rather elusive to the lattie approah beause
of large utuations enountered in the so-alled OZI-rule suppressed diagrams.
We present rst evidene[1,2℄ from two-avor QCD for a diret signal of suh
avor singlet meson masses, by applying
• spetral methods to the OZI-rule forbidden piee and
• ground state projetion tehniques to the OZI-rule allowed ontribution
of the singlet meson propagator.
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The alulation of non-leptoni deays of hadrons from lattie QCD presents
a very hallenging problem, mainly beause of the formulation of the theory
in Eulidean spae [1℄. The nite-volume tehniques developed in Refs. [2,3℄
oer a possibility of takling K → ππ deays. These tehniques do not rely on
any expansion, and yield results of exponential preision in the volume, hene
they will eventually give very aurate estimates for 〈K|O|ππ〉. Nevertheless,
implementing these nite-volume tehniques is omputationally demanding.
Traditionally, lattie alulations for K → ππ amplitudes have been done,
following the proposal in [4℄, by omputing matrix elements of the kind 〈K|O|π〉
then relating them to 〈K|O|ππ〉 via the lowest-order hiral expansion. In this
approah, the hiral orretions are ompletely missing, and it is very diult to
study these orretions.
In this talk, a novel approah to the alulation of K → ππ amplitudes at the
next-to-leading order hiral expansion is presented. The basi idea is to ompute
matrix elements of the kind 〈K|O|ππ〉 diretly on the lattie, allowing energy-
momentum injetions via the weak operator. More details an be found in Refs.
[5,6℄.
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